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In this guide we
will cover...

• What is Prototyping?
• Determining what to
prototype
• How to Prototype
• Types of Prototypes
• Inspiration for collecting
feedback

What is Prototyping?
Pro·to·typ·ing

Verb (used with object): to create an experimental model of.
Ex. To prototype a solar-power car.
Prototyping is a way to tangibly test the questions you have about your
venture. It allows you to learn faster, and at a lower cost, by building
quickly and prioritizing feedback. Prototyping also helps you avoid
premature emotional attachment, and makes your concept tangible for
others.
The key to prototyping is to build only enough to test your idea, so that
you can get right back to iterating once you’ve received the feedback
you need.
There are many different ways to prototype your solutions, such as
storyboards, role plays, models and (digital) mock-ups. This guide is
a starting point we can’t wait to see what creative ways you find to
prototype.

Friendly ATM role play

Cobuy storyboard

Determining what
to prototype
There are many ways to prototype your solution:
and your venture has a lot of testable components,
whether it’s a physical product, a service or maybe
even a new policy. Prototyping lowers the risk of
exploring, uncovers the questions you forgot to
ask, and makes ideas tangible so you can engage
with them.
Before you start prototyping, get clear on what you
want to learn, and which components will give you
the necessary answers. This is where you identify
your assumptions and hunches and reframe as
questions. Then, design prototypes you can test
with real people to answer those questions and
build evidence.
Prototyping isn’t about being precious. Make
simple, scrappy prototypes to not only save
time, but to focus the testing on just the critical
elements. You might be trying to learn something
like, “How big should this be?” or, “Do people
understand where to click in the app?” You
probably have many different questions like those.
Prototyping is a great way to begin answering
them.

How to Prototype
1: Define Key Elements
• Write down the key elements of your
solution.
• Think practically about what needs to be
tested and write
down your primary questions for each
component.

2: Pick a Question to Answer

Now pick one question to start. What assumption,
hypothesis or idea will you test? Most importantly
what’s one main thing you hope to learn?
Some examples of questions might be:
• How will my users find out about my
product?
• How should we talk about our value
proposition on our
Website?
• Do people want my product/service enough
to pay X amount
for it?
• Are kids excited about feature Y?
• Is this service valuable and exciting to
educators and kids?

How to Prototype
3: Decide on a Prototyping Method
Now that you know the question you want to answer, think about what kind
of prototype makes the most sense in answering your question. If you want
to prototype an interaction, consider putting on a skit with your team. If you’re
testing a logo, print it out and stick it on a t-shirt to solicit feedback. You might
consider holding a Brainstorm at this stage.
Questions to ask yourself:
1. What is the minimum viable prototype you will make to answer
your question? Can a low-resolution sketch or paper prototype get
the idea across? Or do you need a clickable, higher-resolution
experience to see what kinds of interactions people want in a
particular feature?
2. With whom will you test it? Whose opinions do you want? Where
can you find them, and how will you present your prototypes to them
to get the evidence and feedback you want?
3. How will you answer your question? What behaviors will you observe
and measure? Couple ideas for observation: When do your users faces
light up? When do they get confused? What did they do you didn’t
expect?
Questions to follow up might include: “How likely are you to use this
product?”
Most importantly don’t forget to follow up with user responses by asking
why.
The prototyping process is about learning. It’s better to test lots of small scrappy
prototypes and learn quickly, than to take ages to make a beautiful, highly refined
prototype and limit your opportunities to grow.

Types of Prototypes
It’s time to start making! Here are some of our favorite prototyping
methods to help you find the best move for testing your solution
with users.
The Model
Put together simple threedimensional representations of your
idea. Use paper, cardboard, pipe
cleaners, fabric, and whatever else
you can find. Keep it rough and low
fidelity to start, and then evolve the
resolution over time.
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The Mock-Up
Build mock-ups of digital tools or
websites with simple sketches of
screens on paper. Paste the paper
mock-up on an actual computer
screen or mobile phone when
demonstrating it.
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Types of Prototypes
The Role Play
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Act out the experience of your idea. Try
on the roles of the people who are part
of the situation and uncover questions
they might ask. Consider making simple
uniforms and assembling props to
help users experience your product or
service. This activity can be done in
person as well as in a video conference
(in case you’re not in the same location
as your users).

The Diagram
Imagine you are going door-to-door
and showing potential customers what
your idea or potential service is. Map
out the structure, journey, or process of
your idea in a way that will be easy for a
potential customer to understand. .
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Ways to Prototype
The Story
Tell the story of your idea from the
future. Describe what the experience
would be like. Write a newspaper article
reporting about your idea. Write a job
description. The purpose is to have
people experience your idea as if it were
real and then respond to it.
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The Advertisement or Campaign
Create a fake advertisement that
promotes the best parts of your
idea. Have fun with it, and feel free to
exaggerate shamelessly. Now change the
tone of the advertisement to appeal to
different.
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Inspiration for
Integrating Feedback
Here a few examples from
past OpenIDEO Challenges
for inspiration....
Check out how the Word Scientists
Team organized their feedback

WordScientists.org creates and
delivers free mobile resources to
teach early reading after a
disaster occurs.

What they did....
They collected observations, quotes,
pictures and quantitative data to inform
their next steps in the process.

Inspiration for
Integrating Feedback
Check out how InnoKid organized their insights
InnoKido is a traveling STEAM education program in
Turkey which uses digital technologies to teach refugee
and local children.
They prepared a survey to collect feedback on social
integration, potential problems, areas of improvement,
how to support formal education and getting long-lasting
impact. As a result of the feedback, they decided to use
more games, drawing and drama to overcome language
barriers at the beginning of workshops. Also, they are
considering exhibiting the results of workshops to create
more awareness in the community.

Good Luck!

